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Please explain the outstanding contributions of the nominee during the month of nomination 

 

There are a lot of reasons why Lindsey deserves an OTM but I would have to say that the biggest 
reason is her very presence on staff. She enters every meeting and every situation with the biggest 
grin on her face and loudest and most random bursts of laughter that its impossible to not be elated 
by her very presence. Every staff meeting she laughs and smiles and makes faces that none in the 
room can resist smiling over. She makes the meetings for both hall council and RA meetings more 
lively and fun.  

She is also more then willing to help others whenever she is able. I remember I was very sick once 
and being extremely stubborn I refused to think that I would be unable to go on rounds that night. 

about 104 degree temperature later I conceded that I was not going to win this one and I looked for 
anyone to cover my secondary duties. I started looking for a cover only 3 hours before my shift 
began on a Friday night late October. Everyone I contacted already had friday plans and not 
relishing the idea of staying up till one AM while so sick I was beginning to get upset. Then Lindsey 
contacted me and said she would take my shift! She then proceeded to ask me how I was feeling 
and hoping that I would get better every time I saw her over the next couple of days. Her concern 
and her constant happy and funny demeanor was a real pick me up during my illness! I still owe her 
for taking my shift!  

I recently had the pleasure of being on weekend duty on Halloween with Lindsey and she made the 

entire experience a lot of fun with her mixture of good willed humor and by being a bit sassy. She 
did rounds in a little Bumble Bee costume and made conversation and jokes with every resident that 
we meet in every apartment! She gave me a bit of hard time for not dressing up but it was just fun 
teasing. Every-once and awhile we would run across a resident who was also dressed up and the 
barrage of compliments and jokes that would pass in conversation between Lindsey and the resident 
were always extremely fun and made being on duty on Halloween weekend pretty enjoyable!  

Her fun loving attitude and the giant smile she wears everywhere she goes makes working with 
Lindsey an extremely enjoyable experience. Her ability to make any situation more fun is why 
Lindsey is extremely deserving of an OTM  
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